
NARC Analysis
by Meghann Wilhoite

Paul Banks on NARC
“NARC...involves insinuations of forcibly getting someone to do something.  It’s a pretty seedy 
song,” and “NARC...[is] a very typical love and relationships oriented song but with a filter of 
corruption and manipulation.  It’s not a healthy depiction of a relationship.”

The Lyrics
Paul Banks has often said that his lyrics are abstractions on situations that rarely reflect his own 
experiences, and he often uses poetic devices to communicate his meaning indirectly. For example, 
in the first pre-chorus Banks uses synecdoche when he sings “Cause it’s just you, me, and this 
wire,” apparently referring to the telephone line.  By using “wire” to mean a telephone connection, 
Banks is not only highlighting the near-physical connection it provides between the protagonist of 
this song and his supposed lover, it also implies the protagonist is not actually speaking to the lover, 
but has wire-tapped the phone line—like police narcs do.  Banks is setting a scene, and the form, 
which is verbal manipulation, reflects the content, which consists of an illicit exchange that I 
believe is the focus of these lyrics.

Verse 1: 
The initial two-bar guitar hook sets up an harmonically static sonic background for the first verse.  
As the bass and vocals enter, B aeolian is gradually established.  Reflecting the static sonic 
background, the protagonist makes demands of his lover with no indication that she is satisfying or 
responding to him.  The vocals are sung in a disjunct, robotic manner on the notes of B minor 7 
chord (also being played by the rhythm guitar) emphasizing the lack of progress he is making.

The “seedy” feel comes across with the command to an anonymous person to touch her thighs.  He 
continues his demands, using synecdoche for the first time when he sings “sweat” to refer to some 
sort of physical exertion.  The next line refers to the person’s “mysteries moving in the sun,” a 
metaphor for said person’s private thoughts or parts becoming known to him.

The four-bar repeated bass line, G to F-sharp to D to B, is a dynamic and sensual line, and octave 
leaps and bouncy syncopations break up the monotony of repetition.  The effect of the bass guitar’s 
contribution to the first verse is to keep it human and fluid amidst the robotic and static music of the 
other instruments.

Pre-Chorus:
At the end of the first verse, the bass breaks the static harmonic feeling with a strong movement 
from D to C-natural to B, creating a sense of harmonic urgency and changing the mode from B 
aeolian to B phrygian.  The protagonist attempts to convince his lover that, because of his desire for 
her, likewise he is the only one she should desire.  With the rhythm guitar’s continuous offbeat first-
inversion B-minor chords, the protagonist’s heartbeat speeds up as he pushes his lover to “tend to 
the engine” with him.

Chorus:
The first two lines of the chorus reveal another side of the protagonist.  These are the only lines of 
the song in which he does not address his lover directly, as he speaks of rather than to her.  Here he 
describes her finding a “lonely sound” and “waiting for time out there.”

"In the States a narc is an undercover narcotics agent, hence the manipulation - using leverage to 
say someone’s committed a crime. But [NARC] utilises that power in a really sleazy, sexual kind of 
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way.” (Paul Banks)

Using Banks’ statement as a springboard, it is not a long jump from narc to stalker, i.e. a “sleazy” 
person who hides undercover in order to get what he wants.  Hence, it is possible that the 
protagonist is watching his lover from a vantage point of which she is unaware, like a spy.  As he 
views her from afar, he seeks out in her that which most concerns him, which is loneliness.

The tension created in the pre-chorus by the switch to B phrygian is replaced by a return to static B 
aeolian in the chorus section.  Even though the guitars are repeating a B-minor chord, the bass 
counteracts the feeling of tonic by playing G-A-E in the bass, in m. 31.  The most significant 
change texturally in the chorus is the absence of the hook; the choruses are the only places in 
NARC where a hook is not being repeated.

In this harmonic sound-scape, where tonic is always present but never felt as such, the protagonist 
sings of the loneliness and longings of his lover.  In m. 41 he bursts out in frustration and confusion 
on a much quicker succession of notes as he wonders, “is time turning around?”  The protagonist’s 
dizzy confusion expressed in these words is highlighted by the upper neighbor figure in the guitars.

Verse 2:
However, the original guitar hook returns in m. 45, and the protagonist regains his footing as he 
returns to his robotic demands.  In the secure, static sonic world of the hook and B aeolian, he tells 
his lover exactly how she should treat him, declaring that her “history’s like fire from a busted gun,” 
i.e. her past experiences and knowledge have as much effect as a bullet from a broken gun; only he 
knows the right way to proceed.

Pre-Chorus 2 and Chorus 2:
The drama intensifies once more as the bass pulls the music back to B phrygian (m. 61), but is cut 
four bars short this time, returning to the chorus after the demand “don’t give up your lover 
tonight.”  The chorus returns and brings back with it harmonic ambiguity and cryptic statements in 
the lyrics.  This time, however, the desperate confusion of the end of the chorus shifts abruptly into 
the bridge.

Bridge:
Here the guitars move the song into a new world with an E-minor hook on beats 2 and 4.  The bass 
re-enters in m. 84 and establishes E aeolian.  This is in preparation for Verse 3, whose lyrics seem to 
indicate that the protagonist and his lover are finally making physical contact.  Four bars before the 
vocals come in, the rhythm guitar plays a swirling 4-note repeated pattern that gradually pans from 
the left channel in m. 89 all the way to the right channel in m. 92.  The movement of this pattern 
from ear to ear is slightly disorienting, and this disoriented feeling is further highlighted by the 
synth sound in mm. 91-92.

Verse 3:
In the bridge, NARC moved from B to E aeolian, and there was a feeling of disorientation, evoked 
by a pan from left to right in the guitar, and a synth sound.  Nowhere else in the song does the music 
venture beyond a B-centric key, nor does such a dramatic pan occur.  Likewise, the synth sound is 
the only occurrence of a non-pitched artificial sound so far in the song.

As we enter Verse 3, the lyrics change, and the protagonist’s tone becomes subtly more 
manipulative, as in the phrases “You know me,” and “this is all right.”  By using the wrong 
conjugation of the verb “step” in the phrase, “We steps into the bedroom,” Banks seems to be 
evoking some childlike or maybe primal state; either way, the protagonist’s use of the language has 
altered in preparation for the “holdings” and “poses” he’s about to make with his lover.  Also, the 
persistent quarter notes of the vocal and guitar lines lend a creeping quality to Verse 3, as if the 
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protagonist is being very careful and methodical.

The disorientation before Verse 3 and the change to a different key, plus the change in the lyrics, all 
seem to point to a change in scenery—it’s as if the protagonist is now describing his fantasy, in 
which he and his lover finally are together, no longer separated by the telephone wire.  But there’s 
something wrong with the musical backdrop of this scene, making it even more plausible that it is a 
fantasy, and not reality: though Verse 3 is firmly in E aeolian, Banks’ vocal line remains diatonic to 
B aeolian, and in m. 92 the synth keys enter on a long-sustained B, disrupting the primacy of E 
aeolian.

Coda:
If E aeolian is the “fantasy” key, then B aeolian/phrygian is the “reality” key.  In the coda we hear 
the protagonist calling out for his lover, implying that he his still alone, and that no “poses” or 
“holdings” were actually made.  Instead, B aeolian returns, and the protagonist is brought back to 
reality, crying out on B’s and D’s his frustration that his lover “should” be with him.

However, all is not lost, as the return to reality is undermined by the continuation of the E aeolian 
guitar hook, and also by the guitar’s elision at the cadence into the coda, disrupting a firm return to 
B.  The protagonist acknowledges these disruptions of B aeolian in his last line “you could be in my 
space,” singing this last word on an E, and though the other instruments cadence on B in m. 117, it 
is a weaker plagal cadence, and the guitars persist in the repetition of the E-minor guitar hook.  The 
ending of the coda therefore leaves NARC in a state of suspended conflict, with reality winning the 
last cadence, but fantasy having the last word.
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